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Abstract. The iterative tree automaton is introduced as a binary tree-connected network with 
sequential input and output at the root of the tree. The real and linear time computational power 
of this type or systolic system as a language acceptor is studied. It is shown that for real-time ,’ 
computations the arity of the tree is essential while this is not the case for linear-time computations. 
Our main result is that every T(n)-time nondeterministic Turing machine can be simulated by 
an ITA in (deterministic) CT(n)-time. A number of properties of real- and linear-time ITA are 
proved. 
1. Introduction 
Motivated by tine development of VLSI technology, there has been an increased 
interest in parallel computing, particularly in algorithms which use regular networks 
of identical simple processors. Such systems of process&s were given the name 
systolic systems by Kung and Leiserson [ 131. A large number of systolic algorithms 
have since been designed, see [ 141 for references. 
Culik II et al. [a] proposed a systematic study of the capabilities of systolic systems 
with a given geometrical configuration of processors by studying their power as 
language recognizers or transducers. It should be pointed out that the techniques 
used in systolic programs for language recognition or string manipulation are not 
much different from those used in numerical systolic algorithms. For example, a 
systolic system recognizing the language { ww 1 w c 2’) can be converted into a system 
which computes the scalar product of two vectors simply by reinterpreting the basic 
operations (* and + as comparison and ‘and’). 
Linear or multi-dimensional arrays of finite automata as language recognizers 
were already studied more than ten years ago, see for example [4,8, 171. They are 
usually called iterative arrays (when the input is serial at one processor) or cellular 
automata (when the input is parallel). Two distinct types of tree-connected networks 
with parallel input and a bottom-up direction of the data ‘ffow are studied in [7] 
and [3,6]. 
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In the present paper, we study tree-connected networks of finite state automata 
with serial input and output at the root of the tree and a bidirectional flow of data. 
An example of such a device is the dictionary (data base) machine of [ 161. We 
mainly study iterative tree automata (ITA) which have an underlying binary-tree 
structure. However we also discuss briefly the ITA having a bounded nmltinary-tree 
structure. The well-known iterative arrays are then, simply, ITA with an underlying 
unary-tree structure. 
We focus our attention on real-time and linear time ITA. We show that some 
quite complex tasks can be carried out on ITA in real time, for example, a version 
of dictionary look-up. On the other hand, some relatively simple context-free 
languages cannot be recognized by real-time ITA. 
The computational power of ITA in linear time is rlluch greater than in real time. 
We show that linear-time (deterministic) ITA can simulate every linear-time non- 
deterministic multitape Turing machine. Moreover, the family of linear-time ITA 
languages are closed under Boolean operations, Kleene operations and inverse gsm 
mappings. Clearly, linear-time or even real-time 1TA may use exponentially many 
processors, which is hardly feasible except for short inputs. As a continuation of 
this work, we will study linear-time ITA with a logarithmic bound on the depth of 
the tree accessed in a computation. Such ITA wil! use only O(n) processors when 
given an input of length n, for example, dictionary machines [16] satisfy this 
restriction. 
In Section 2, the definition of an iterative array and a lemma from [4] is reviewed. 
And in the next section,. the formal definition of ITA is given. In Section 4, it is 
shown that the satisfiability problem for Boolean expressions can be solved in linear 
time by ITA. Then it is shown that every T( r+time nondeterministic Turing machine 
can be simulated by an ITA in (deterministic) cT( ,I)-time. In the last section, the 
multinary or n-ary ITA are introduced and we show that the families of languages 
they recognize in real time form a proper hierarchy with respec: to the arity of the 
underlying tree structure. However., in the case of linear and super-linear time, n-ary 
IT.4 ( II =z 2) define the same family of languages for II 2 2. 
2. Preliminaries 
A linear iterative arr;ly zlutomaton (IA ‘d,.) is a one-dimensional one-way infinite 
sequence of cells. Each of the cells communicates with its left neighbor and right 
neighbor, except th;rt the leftmost cell, called a special cell, communicates with the 
estern4 world and its right neighbor. This device works synchronously. At the 
beginning, all the cells are in a quiescent state denoted by #. The next state of a 
cell is depending on the current state of this cell, the current state of the left neighbor 
(or external input for the special cell) and the current state of the right neighbor. 
The fct that the special cell enters a final stilte shows the acceptance of the input 
string ( set: Fig. 1 1. 




Definition 2.1. An iterative away automaton is a quintuple I = (Q, 2, SO, S, F), where 
Q is a finite set of states, 
2 is the input alphabet: 
S,, : 2 u { B} x ( (3 u { # })’ + Q u { # } is the state transition function for the special 
cell: 
S : (Q u ( # })“+ Q u { # } is the state transition function for every cell except the 
special cell, which satisties 6( # , # , # J = # I 
F c Q is the set of final states. 
# P Q is a special quiescent state. 3 is the biank symbol. Infinite B’s are assumed 
following the end of the input string. 
Iterative array automata in general and the real-time linear iterative array automata 
in particular have been studied quite extensively, see, e.g., [2,4,8, 15-j. In [4] a 
prcPper;y of reyl-t;t,ne IAA has been shown which can be used to prove that certain 
languages Qre not accepted by any rri+time IAA. We now introduce a concept 
related to this property and the property itself. 
Definition 2.2. Let U c 2’+ be a set of strings. For any X, _V E I-r*, we say that 
s&y(mod U) if for any r~ S* and 11-16 k,SY E ZJ if and only if _W E U. 
Theorem 2.3 ([4]). For any n-dimension iterative array A, there exist an integer h and 
a pol_vnomial g oj‘ degree n such that jiv c 11’ integer k, th/a number oj’ eqtriualence 
classes qf R,( mod (I.( A)) is at most hR’“‘. 
3. The iterative tree automats 
An interative tree automaton WA) is a systolic system in which the basic cells 
arc connected in a infinite full binary tree structure. The root of the tree, called the 
toot cell, is a special cell, like the leftmost one in the iterativce array, which is the 
only place exposed to the external world. 
The ITA works synchroncusly. Initially, every cell is in a quiescent stat,o. The 
input string is read by the root cell one symbol at a time. The next state of the root 
cell is determined by the current state of the root, the current input symbol and the 
current states of its two sons. Similarly, the state transitions of the other cells depend 
on the states of themselves and their three neighbors, the parent, the left son and 
the right son. 
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The transition function for the left and right cells (the left or right sons of some 
cell) are different. The distinction between these two functions is essential to the 
power of the ITA. If one function is applied on both left and right cells, the ITA 
would be no more powerful than a linear iterative array. Alternatively, we could 
use an output function for every cell, which produces different outputs to its three 
neighbors. In this case, one transition function instead of three or two can be used 
without any loss of generality. A homogeneous ITA of this kind is defined in [I91 
where it is also shown that these two definitions are equivalent. 
Definition 3.1. An iterative tree automaton A is a sextuple (Q, 2, PO, S,, S,, F), where 
Q is a finite set of states; 
E is the input alphabet; 
s,, : Q x c x Q’ --, Q is the transition function of the root cell written as 
2&,(X, a, Y, 2) = X’, where X, Y, Z E Q are the current states of the root cell, its left 
and right son, respectively, a E z is the current input symbol, X’ is the next state 
of the root; 
S,, 6,: Q” + Q are the transition functions of the left and right cells, respectively, 
written as 6(X, W, Y, Z) = X’, where 6 is either 8, or 6, X, W, Y and Z are the 
current states of this cell, its parent, its left and right son, respectively, X’ is the 
next state of this cell; 
FE Q is a set of final states. 
Y,+ is the special quiescent sts,\,e in Q and all 6, and 6,. are satisfying the condition 
6, (q,{, 9,+, q,, q, ) = qh and fi,( n \ q,, qh, oh ) == ~1~. 
To define the computation of .4, we specify the global transition function J (of 
~4) which is defined on the clirtesian product of the global states and input alphabet 
z‘. A global state of A is a labeled rooted ordered infinite full binary tree. The labels 
are from the state set Q and each node of the tree represents a cell of A The initial 
global state, usually denoted by G,,, has all the nodes labeled by the quiescent btate. 
An accepting global state is a global state with the label of the root cell in F. Let 
G and G’ be two global states of A and u c 2: We delinc J( G, a ) = G’ if 
6,,( U, u, II/, U’) = U’, where U, V, W are the labels of the root, its left and right son 
in G and U is the label of the root in G’, and fi( (1, X, Y, Z) = (j for any cell in 4, 
where 8 is fit or 6, according to whether the cell is a left cell or u right cell, y, S, 1’ 
iind 2 are the labels of the cell, its parent, its left and right son in G, respectively, 
md y’ is the label of the cell in G’. Furthermore, for any \t* E: r‘*, J’ is detincd as 
The twist line of the definition of J ‘( G, ~9 indicates that the R‘s (blanks) are assumed 
to follow the input string W. 
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Definition 3.2. A language L is said to be accepted by an ITA A = (0, E, So, 8, , S,, F); 
if L = ( wT lp(A'( Go, w)) E F for some t 2 Iwl}. We say that L is accepted hy A in 
timef(n) if L is accepted by A and L={w(p(A’(G,, W))E F, 1~16 t+iwI)}. We 
also call f. a j{n )-time ITA language. Specially, if $( n) = n, L is called 3 real-time 
ITA language. If .f( n) = CVP +d, for some constant c and d, L is called a linear-time 
IT.4 language. 
Definition 3.3. Function f is said to be ITA constructable if { u’cn) 1 n 2 0) is a real-time 
ITA langvzgr 
Obviously, the function _f( n) = cn + d is ITA constructable for any coilstants c 
and ~1. 
Theorem 3.4. !f * L is u T( rt )-time ITA language, Tf n ) s..r( n ) and f‘( n ) is ITA 
consrrrrclnhk~, then E is c11.w a _f( n )-time language. 
From this theorem, we can see that if T(n) is ITA constructable then it makes 
II{> difference whc ther to acctept exactly in time T( H ) or within time T( n i in defining 
a r( 11 j-time IT4 language. 
4. Red-time ITA languages 
The real-time iterative arrays have been studied by mltny authors. The firs: question 
which is naturally posed about the rertl-time ITA is whether it is more powerful 
th:!R the real-time IAA. We will answer this question 17~ showing a language which 
is accepted by an ITA but not accepted by any n-dimensional IAA, n ha 0. 
Let 
~9 - s, for some I s i s n }. 
N’c c;tll L,, a dictionary krnguagc b -ruse every word in I-,, is a simulation of several 
lx), insertions and it successful query. 
I’xoof. We can construc:t an HA, &, which accepts LC1 in real time. The formal 
construction of AC1 is tedious and hard to read. The reader interested in details is 
suggested to [IV]. An informal description of Ad is as follows: 
( \ ) All the nodes of & are quiescent initially. 
(2) For each string x,, the stream of O’s and l’s flow down a path from the root 
itnd ir5 stored on the path one symbol at a time. Its value shows the direction of the 
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path, i.e., if it is ‘O’, then the path goes to the left, if ‘1’ then goes to the right. The 
second symbol will be stored at the son of the root designated by the stored value 
in the root. Again, this stored value indicates the next direction of the path. In this 
way, the values of Xi form a path in Ad. 
(3) The symbol ‘# ’ which terminates Xi will go along the path, 
stored values and mark the node pointed by the last value stored on 
(4) A ‘$’ terminates the insertions of xi, . . . , x,. 
(5) The processing of J’ determines a path in the same way as the 
(6) The first 9’ after _v checks if the node pointed by the path of J’ 
clean all the 
the path. 
xi. 
is marked. If 
it is, a success signal is returned to the root. Otherwise, a fail signal is passed back. 0 
Lemma 4.2. Ld is not accepted bv any n-dimensional real-time iterative array. 
Proof. Consider arbitrary n > 0. For any h > 0 and any polynomial g of degree n, 
we certainly can find an integer t such that 
2 2r _ 1 > pr +I ). 
Let k = 3 t + 1. Now, our intention is to show that there are at least 2” - 1 equivalence 
classes over the relation Rk( mod L,). 
Consider a string J’ E (0, I}‘. There are 2’ distinct possible strings y, i.e., there are 
2’ elements in the set Y = { _v /y E (0, I}‘}. Furthermore, we know that there are 2” - 1 
different nonempty subsets of Y. Let .X = (x,, x2, . . . , x,,,) and Z = (z,, S, . . . , z,,) be 
arbitrary two distinct subsets of Y, m, n > 0. Then, there must 
)‘(I E X and yOti Z (or vice versa), We construct two strings 
s = x, # x;1 # * - * # .I.,,,$ and z = zI # z,# - l - # zrl$, 
which are corresponding to the sets X and Z, respectively, 
e:iist a J*(~ such that 
where the order of 
-Y[, . . . , -x,,, and zl, . . . 3 z,, is it relevant. Consider 
x_VtrS7’ + ’ and zy{j$z’ ’  . 
Since J’,)E X and J’,,& LCI, it is obvious that 
S_V( ,$:’ + ’ E L and z_V($’ + ’ P L,,. 
Notice that 
1 y$’ + ’1 = k : 
therefore, x and z belong to different equivalence classes of Rk(mod Ld). Since X 
and Z are arbitrary, we now can conclude that there are at least 2” - 1 distinct 
equivalence classes of R&nod L,). Because 
31’ _ - 1 > jp, 
L,, is not accepted by any n-dimensional IAA by Theorem 2.3. n 
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Theorem 4.3. There exist a language which is accepted by a real-time ITA but not 
accepted in real time 619 any n-dimensional MA. 
Proof. fd is such a language proved by Lemma 4. I and Lemma 4.2. U 
The following is an obvious consequence of Theorem 4.3. 
Theorem 44. W- l rrc set of the real-time ( 1 D) I AA languages is a proper subset qf the 
real-time ITA languages. 
Proof. For every (ID) MA, we can always construct an ITA which simulates the 
iAA with one path, e.g., thie leftmost path of the ITA. And by the result of Theorem 
4.3, we have proved the proper containment. iJ 
It is still open whether eal-time nD IAA (n 2 2) languages are properly contained 
in the real-time ITA languages or they are incomparable. 
Lemma 45 l&3 L is tiiqceptpd by an ITA in time T( n ) > n, then L is accepted by some 
ITA i#a time 7/ .I) - 1. 
Proof. Let A = (Q, -, Y- &, St, fir, F) be the ITA which accepts L in time T( yt ). We 
construct A’ = ( Q’, -, T i$‘,, S.!, cS:, F) such that the root cell of A’ simulates the root 
cell and its two sons of A. Every other cell in A’ simulates two sons of the 
corresponding cell in A. See Fig. 2, where the nodes are indexed by the width-first 
order. 
Fig. 2. 
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Formally, we define A’ as follows. For convenience, we assume (9*, 9A) and 
(qA, qh, qA) are equivalent o qA. 
0’ = {(41,42)191, q2E 01" h q2,93)I 91,92,43 E Oh 
&mhPr,Pr), dL I,),h, r2)) = 
= CM PO, a, P&9 PA &( P&h PO, If, I,), a,( pr, PO, h, rzn, 
WL Q, (PO, Pf, PA (I,, I,), h az)) = 
= (&(4,p,, II, I,), S,(f2,p,, h, 5)) for x = e or r, 
Wh td, (PC, PA U,, U, h, 4) = 
=(6r(tl,p~~,II,1~),6,(t2,p.~,fl, rz)), x=e or r, for aE:,Tu(B), 
It is easy to see that there is a sequence of global states of A obtained by reading 
w = a,az.. . a,, 
if and only if there is a corresponding sequence of global states of A’ 
and G,, I is an accepting global state in A if and only if G;,,,, I is an accepting 
global state in A’ because of the definition of F’. So, L is accepted by A in time 
T(n) if and only if it is accepted by A’ in time T(n) - I. Cl 
Theorem 3.6. [f L is (I T( II) + c-time ITA language, T( t?) 3 II txtld c is a constant, 
!hen L is a T( n)-time ITA language. ln particular, if' L is an n + ~tiwe ITA lan,_qwge, . 
thert L is a real-time ITA language. 
The nest theorem shows a property of the real-time ITA languages. This property 
can be used to show that some languages are not real-time IT.4 languages. The 
proof of this theorem is similar to that of [41. 
Theorem 4.7. Let L be a rrnl-time ITA language. There is a ccwwant 11 such that _f;,r 
any k > 0 there are no more than I? equioalence classes of Rk( mod L ). 
Proof. Let A bc the ITA which accepts L. This proof is based on a simple fact that 
the nest k states of the ceil at root are determined only by the current states of the 
cells at the top k + 1 levels of the ITA and the next k input symbols. 
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Consider the two sequences of the global states, 
where ala2 . . . a, E E,, 0 c t 6 k If the states of the cells at the top k + 1 levels of the 
global states G4, and G6 all the same, then we can easily prove that Gi, and G:, 
have the same states of the cells at top k levels. Similarly, G, and G:, have the 
same states of the cells at the top k - I levels,. . . , Gi, and G:, have the same states 
at top k - t + 1 levels. Since t 6 k, we have 
P(Gi,) =p(GI,)* 
We define that G = I, G’ if and only if G and G’ have the same states at the top 
k + 1 levels. =k is obviously an equivalence relation. We know that there are 
1+2+2’+*..+2”=2”+‘_1 
cells at the top k + 1 levels of the ITA. Let n be the number of states in Q. Then 
there are at most PI’)‘ “-I equivalence classes of sk. 
Let 
J!“‘( Go, H;) = G anal JI’V’I( Go, w’) = G’. 
It is easy to :>‘et tl;dt W&V if G skG’_ Let h = n’. Hence, there are no more than 
hzL equivalence classes of R’,( mod L). ;zl 
Now we define 
L‘,( K 1 = 
= {s, # x2 # 9 - l # x,, # $_vS’ 1 n b 0, x,, x7, . . . , x,,, _v E {O, 1,. . . , K - I }*, 
t=&j+l, _v=Xi for some I <ii n}. 
Notice that the language Ld we defined before is actually L,(2). 
Lemma 4.8. L,,(9) is not a real-time ITA language. 
Proof. Similar to the proof in Lemma 4.2, we can show that there are at least 2”’ - I 
equivalence classes of &( mod L,,(9)), where k = 3t + I. For big enough k (am t), 
WC have 
,“’ _ - I > IF. 
By Theorem 4.3, L,(9) is not a real-time ITA language. 
Theorem 4.9. Red-time ITA languages are incomparable with context-free lnnguages. 
Proof. We change the definition of LJ9) such that ~9 = N, ( _rH is the reversal of _I?.) 
rather thctn _V = x,, for some 1 s i < II. Then t?C language is not a real-time ITA 
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language proved basically by the same argument. But we can easily construct a 
nondeterministic push-down automaton to accept it. On the other hand, we know 
that { H’M’ ] N’ E -‘} is a real-time IAA language, therefore, a real-time ITA language 
but not a CF language. So, they are incomparable. !I 
5. Linear-time ITA languages 
It is interesting to ser that the determ’nistic ITA can compute the Satisfiability 
problem in linear time. This is not surprising since the number of cells used in the 
ITA is growing exponentially as the number of the Boolean variables is increasing 
linearly. But it is still interesting to have a deterministic program on a simply defined 
deuce to solve the problems such as the Satisfiability problem in linear time. 
Let x - (s,, .I-> _, * - * ’ 9 A-,,} be a set of Boolean variables. A truth assignment for .Y 
is a function f : X - { T, F}. We ~~111 s or S to be a literal over X if s c X. A clause 
over .Y is a set of iiterals over S. The truth value of a clause C‘ is the disjunction 
of the literals in C’. The truth value of a collection of clauses I! is the colljunction 
of’ the clauses in E. Given a collection of classes E, the Satisiiability problem is 
yrhether there is truth assignment t for S such that the truth value of E is true [9]. 
We use the reversed binary coding of i for literal A-, and z1 n-Gnu5 sign following 
it for literal 2,. Commas arc used to separate the literal>. Parentheses are used to 
qxmte the clauses. For csamplc‘, 
(l,Ol--. I! ,WOl--.Ol. 101, I - ) 
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The following technical details are worth .,rentioning: 
(a) Given a reversed binary number followed by a separator, the ITA can find 
out the corresponding level in the following way. When the reversed binary coding 
flows down a path, every node subtracts 1 from the coding. For example, ‘101” 
would change to ‘001’ and ‘ml’ would change to ‘111 IO after those codes flowing 
through a cell. The cell would not know that a number has been decreased to zero 
until the separator following this number comes. The first cell which becomes less 
than zero will be marked to be an operand of a Boolean operation. 
(b) The l -’ sign following a binary coding will cause the complement of the 
assumed truth value produced. The separators after the second operand in a clause 
cause the Boolean additions to be Carrie3 on. The separator brings the operand it 
first encounters to the cell where the other operand is stored. The operation is 
performed here and the r>esult will replace the stored value. The Boolean multiplica- 
tions are operated in the similar way. Since there are two levels of operations, we 
need markers to distinguish the Boolean multiplication operands from the Boolean 
addition operands. When each clause is ended, the ITA will mark the truth value 
of this clause to be an operand of Boolean multiplication: 
(c) After the input string is ended (B’s are assumed), the results from all the 
parhs zre sent ba(:% to the root. When two paths are merged, the results are ‘or’ed 
together. F!r.dily, the result at the root cell will be the answer to the question. 
Now, Let, us consider the time consumed for this computation. Let X = 
( s , , A-2, . , . , s,,} be a set of variables and S be the coding of E, the collection of 
clauses over X. Without ICJSS of generality, we assume ail the variables in X are 
used in E. Then the last symbol of the input will not go further than depth u of thlz 
ITA and tile result will travel not more than n cells to reach the root. The computation 
time on the input S is 
which is linear to the length of the input. iI 
Now, we generalize the previous result. We will show that T( n)-time computation 
on a Nondeterministic Turing M.achine (NTM) can be simulated by a cT( n)-time 
determini& I 1 A for some c p 0. Here again, we see a trade-off between the number 
of ceils and the computing time. 
It is a well-known fact that ekery one-head one-tape TM can be simulated by a 
lx-stack machine. Because the tape symbols on the left of the head and the ones 
on the right of the head can be placed on the two stacks, respectively. The actions 
of the head become the pushings and poppings of the stacks. The simulation of an 
NTM by an ITA will turn out to be the simulation of a two-stack machine. 
An implementation of the stack by an IAA has been given in [IO]. However, we 
will gi\ e our own very simple algorithm for this task after formalizing the main 
theorem. 
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Theorem 5.2. Any T( n )-time NTM language can be accepted by an ITA in cT( n ) 
tilme, c :> 0. 
In the following, we only consider the one-head one-tape TM’s, It is fairly easy 
to extend this result to the multihead and multitape machines. To prove this theorem, 
we need the following lemmas. 
Lemma 5.3. Any 1 computations of an NTM with at most k choices can be simulated 
b_~* ct computations of an NTM with at most 2 choices. 
Proof. Let M = (Q, Z, I; i-5, qo, B, F) be an NTM with at most k choices for any 
move. And M’ = ( Q’ , -V, I”, 6’, 9(), B, F) is an NTM with at most two choices, which 
Gmulates M as follows. Let the ith transition rule of M be 
W,,, %,) = Us,,, h,, X,), (y;,, a,,, XJ, . . . , iy,,, a,,, X,,)} 
for q4,, q,,, - . . , q,, CJ Q, ah,, a;,, - . . , a,, E 1; Xi, X,,, . . . , Xi, E {L, I?, S}, Ofj s k. lfjs 2, 
then we have the same rule in ~5’. Otherwise,, 6’ has the following corresponding rules: 
fi’(%,,. 4,) = {(9,,, a,,, X,,), (I,,, a ,,,, S)}, 
fi’( h9 W = Hq,,, t4., X,,), (l,,, a ,,,, S)}, 
The new state set Q’ includes Q and the new states which are used in the decomposi- 
tion of the multichoices ( -2 3 into double choices. 
It i\ clear that each move of M can be simulated by M’ with at most k - 1 moves. 
So, ( k - i 1 f operations of M’ is enough to simulate t operations of M. C3 
Proof. This simulation is a well-known fact, see, e.g., [ 121. The simulation can be 
xxomplished by at most 3 steps for a move of the NTM. So, I moves need at most 
31 simulation step!,. ‘7 L-e 
Proof of Theorem 5.12. Hy Lemmas 5.3 and 5.4, we know that if a language L is 
accepted by an NTM in time j‘( II), then there exists a nondeterministic two-stack 
machine ( NTS) wit11 at most two choices of every transition which accepts L in 
time r:/‘( II ), c’ :‘> 0. To prove Theorem 5.2, it sutices to show that any g( tz J-time NTS 
language is also a kg( n)-time ITA language, for some k ) 0. 
The deterministic ITP( simulates the NTS as follows. At the beginning, the root 
in acting as the control unit and eixxy path from the root is functioning as two 
~xks. Note that each node has two channels for the stacks, so every path has ti 
p;tir of c,tack s working along it. AH the paths are doing exactly the same job provided 
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no transition has more than one choice. When two choices are available for the 
next move during the simulation, the two sons of the root become two control units 
and the stacks are pushed one level down on every path. Thus, each son of the r,_.ot, 
together with the stacks belew it, simulates one of the choices. Now we have two 
branches of simulation. Whenever two choices of moves appear at a branch of the 
simulation, the ITA will break it into two branches in the same way as described 
above except at the different levels. Thus, there may exist many control units and 
many pairs of stacks corresponding to them. They are working in parallel and each 
one simu!ating a different approach of the transitions of the NTS. When some 
control unit finishes the computation, if the result is positive (acceptance), the result 
will be sent to the root at the speed of one level up at a time unit without any delay. 
If the result is negative (nonacceptance), then the signal will be waiting at any node 
along the path to the root until the signal from the other branch comes over. In 
such way, a positive signal comes to the root if and only if there is one branch of 
simulation which is ended with acceptance, and a negative signal arrives at the root 
if and only if all the simulations get negative results. 
It is obvious that this ITA accepts the same language as the simulated NTS since 
it simulates exactly all the possible sequences of transitions of the NTS. 
Consider the time consumed by the simulation. Let f be the operation time for 
the N IS to ;acc+t a word. Then the simulation needs at most t push-downs for 
multiple choice transitions ( 3 ?), t pure Gnnulation s:eps and t operations to send 
the result signal back for the latest one. So, at most 3 time units are needed. 
Combining with the result from Lemmas 5.3 and 5.4, we have proved the 
theorem. !3 
In the proof of Theorem 5.2, we use each path of the ITA to simulate stacks. A 
path is actually a linear iterative array (IAA). To show how it works, we now givt: 
our own idea which shows how the stack can be easily implemented by an IAA. 
Each cell of the IAA has three registers, so it can have up to three stack elements 
stored ir it. The leftmost cell is the top of the stack. For each cell, 
(I) if there are three elements in the cell, the right one will be sent to the right 
neighbor ( Expansion rule) ; 
(2) if there is only one element in the cell. it will get one from the right neighbor 
provided there is one (Contraction ru!e). 
Fig. 3 shows an example of the implementation of the stack. 
To verify that this stack-simulation works correctly, it suffices to show (a) any 
cell will never be overloaded; (b) the stack will Ilever be broken, i.e., no empty cells 
will occur between nonempty ones. Ciearly, (a) is guaranteed by the Expansion 
rule and (b) is confirmed by the Contraction rule. 
( 1) Stack has two elements a and b. (2) Push c. 
(3) Push d. (4) Pop d. (5) Pop c. 
In the last section, we showed that the real-time ITA languages are incompatible 
with the context-free languages. But this is no longer true to the linear-time ITA 
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a 0 
(1) b a 
L 
(2) C b a 




(4) C ba c 0 
(5) 
Fig. 3. ( 1) Stack has two elements Q and 6. (2) Push c (3) Push d. (4) Pop d. (5) Pop c. 
languages. We know that any context-free language L can be generated by a grammar 
G in 2-standard form [I 1, p. 1161. A grammar G = ( V, 2, P, S) is in 2-standard form 
if each production rule is in the form 
A-wa, UE~,~.E(N-{S))*,O~I(YI~~, or S-4. 
From this grammar G, it is easy to construct a nondeterministic push-down 
automaton A which accepts the same ianguage L in real time. Since G is in 2-standard 
form, each action of A handles at most two stack symbols. Then A can be easily 
simulated by a two-tape nondeterministic Turing Machine in 211 time. tiy Theorem 
5.2, another result followIs. 
Corollary 5.5. ContextTfree languages are properir inchded in hear-time ITA 
la ngunges. 
Theorem 5.6. Linear-time ITA languages are closed urtder Boolean operwtions. 
Proof. Let L, and L2 be two linear-time ITA languages accepted by ITA A, and 
A:, respectively. To show that L, u L:, and L, n L2 are linear-time ITA languages, 
we construct a new ITA A which has two channels for every cell. One channel 
simulates A, and the other simulates A,. The two results are merged at the root cc4 
h!, the required Boolean operation (union or intersection). Then it is clear that L(A) 
is the union or intersection of L, and L, and it is a linear-time lITA language. 
Let L=f_!.4), A==(Q ,2‘, So, i?,, 6,, F) be an ITA and A accepts L in linear time 
.I’( u ) 5: C’I~ + 11, ?or some c and t/. Since linear functions are ITA constructable, A and 
the time funcrion CIZ +d can be simulated at the same time by a ITA. Then it is 
easy to construct a ITA A which accepts the complement of L(A). Cl 
‘Theorem 5.7. Lirww-time ITA larlguages me closed ttnder carwc;tenation. 
Proof. Let L, = i( A, 1 and L1 = L(A,), respectively. NOW, we are constructing an 
ITA A to accept !he language L, L,. For a given input string W, A will test whether 
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u E Li and v E L2 for all possible decompositions of w such that w = uv. The structure 
of ITA A is outlined in Fig. 4. The rightmost path of A distributes the input to the 
subautomata So, S,, . . . . For i = 0, 1,. . . , the sub ITA S, tests the ddcompoGtion 
or = uv where IuI = i. The root of S, sends the first i input symbols to its left son and 
the remainder to its right son. The left son and its descendants will simulate A, on 
the first i input symbols, and the right son and the subtree rooted from it will be 
working on the rest of the inpu:: with the rules of AZ. Si accepts the input if and 
only if both of its sqns get the positive answers. A accepts the input if and only if 
one of the sllb ITA’s so, s,, l - . , S,, accepts it. 
Fig. 4. 
It is \+oo’ th mentioning how a sub ITA divides the string correctly for its left and 
right son, i.e., for the sub 1TA S,, the difficulty is how it counts i symbols for its left 
son and the remainder for the right son. We use a tagging technique. At the beginning, 
every node on the rightmost path of A is assumed storing a tag. The input symbols 
are all untagged originally. The first untagged symbol passing a ceil of the rightmost 
path will bring the tag away and become tagged itself when it goes to the right. 
Thus, So will receive no tagged symbol, S, will receive one, S2 will receive 
two,. . . ) etc. In the sub ITA Si, 0~ i < n, the tagged symbols will be sent .to the left 
son as the input string to Al and untagged symbols will be sent to the ri&t son to 
be tested whether in L;, or not. 
We omit the tedious but quite straightforward formal construction of Al and the 
details of the proof. Cl 
Theorem 5.8. Linear-time ITA languages arc cbsed under inversed mwphicm. 
Proof. Let L be a linear-time language on C accepted by ITA A. h is a morph- 
ism::-+:* and h ‘( L J = L’. We construct an ITA A’ such that the root works as 
two processors, one is functioning as a translator which maps any symbol a E 2 to 
h(a), and the other together with all other cells simulates the 1TA A. Then the proof 
becomes straightforward. 0 
Theorem 5.9. Linear-time ITA languages are closed under Kleene chwre. 
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Proof. Let L be a linear-time ITA language accepted by A. We construct an ITA 
A’ such that L* = L(N). When constructing A’, we expand the idea of the proof of 
Theorem 5.7. 
(See Fig. 5.) The left sub ITA SO will simulate ITA A on the whole input string. 
The rightmost path of A’ is the main path. The input stream goes through this path 
and is tagged in the same way as in Theorem 5.7. Let n be the length of the input 
string. For example, when the input symbols going through cell ri to cell r: (is n), 
there will be i symbols tagged and n - i untagged. The tagged symbols will go to 
cell ri.1 and the others wilt go to ri-2. The sub ITA’s with root ri.1 and ri.2 will recursively 
repeat the same processes as it is started from r. except they will not work on the 
whole input string but only part of it. r: will send back an acceptance message if
and only if both ri.1 and ri.2 accept. r. will enter a final state if either So enters a 
final state of A or an acceptance message comes from the main path. 
Fig. 5. 
Since A’ tried all the possible partitions of the input string, M* E L(A’) if and only 
if w E L” for some n 2 0. So, A’ is the ITA we wanted to construct. 
The proof that A’ is a linear-time ITA is omitted. 0 
6. Generalization of the I’TA 
The IT,4 defined in Section 3 are actually the binary ITA, i.e., every cell has 
exactly two other cells as its two sons. In this section, the more general concept of 
arbitrary n-ary ITA will be introduced. The main result in this section is the 
hierarchies of the real-time ITA languages. We will show that for any 0~ m < n the 
family of the real-time nt..ary ITA languages is properly contained in the family of 
the real-time n-ary ITA languages. To prove this result, several properties of the 
general ITA will be given. Although higher arity ITA are faster than the low arity 
ITA, ;he families of the linear-time languages of them are equal. So, only the 
reakne languages of the general ITA will be concerned in this section. First, we 
give the formal definition of the general ITA. 
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Definition 6.1. An n-ary iterative tree automaton A 
where 
Q is a finite set of states; 
I: is the input alphabet; 
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is a quadruple (Q, 2, D,, F), 
D, -{So, S,, . . . , 8,) is a set of transition functions; So is the function of the root 
cell, S,, . . . , S, are the functions of the first cells, second cells, . . . , the nth cells (the 
cells which are the first sons, second sons, . . . , nth sons of some ceils), respectively; 
F c_ Q is a set of final states. 
q~ is the soecial quiescent state in Q and all &, 16 i c n, satisfy the condition 
6,(q*9 qA9 qA9 =: - 'I qA) = qA= 
Notice that a 1-ary ITA is a IinePt IAA. All the other definitions for the binary 
ITA in Section 3 are also valid for the general ITA. 
It is an obvious fact that for any 0 < m < I, the real-time n-ary ITA is at least as 
powerful as the real-time m-ary ITA, since tile n-ary ITA can simulate m-ary ITA 
with only part of their branches. The n-ary ITA and nk-ary ITA have some special 
relation. Any k steps of internal computations of the n-ary ITA can be simulated 
by an nk-ary ITA in 1 step. The converse proposition is also true. If the external 
input is considered as well, we get the following theorem. 
Theorem 6.2. Let L be a language iur L*, # & 2, and 
Then L is accepted by an n”-ary ITA in real time if and only if Lk# is accepted by arz 
wary ITA in real time. 
Proof. Assume L k# is accepted by an n-ary ITA A in real time. We can construct 
an nk-ary ITA A’ in the following way. Each cell of A’ simulates the operations of 
1 +n + l l l +nk-’ cells at k consecutive levels of A. 
Fig. 6( 1) shows the correspondence of A and A’. But in order to simulate k 
operations of the k levels 1 + n -I- l l l + n k-’ cells of A by one cell in one operation 
correctly, each cell of A’ should store the state information of 1 + n + l - * + nzk-’ 
cells at 2k - 1 levels of A. This if shown clearly in Fig. 6(Z). An example is shown 
in Fig. 7, where a 4-ary ITA is simulating a binary ITA. Given the current states of 
S{, Ss, Si, S:, SA and SG to compute the next state of Si, we certainly need the 
current state of cell 5. When the root cell of A’ is doing the simulation, it always 
assumes an input string d # k--’ when it reads an input symbol a. Then it is easy to 
prove that A’ accepts L. 
Now assuming that L is accepted by an nk-ary ITA A, we construct an nary 
ITA A' which accepts Lk#. A’ operates k time units a cycle. Look at Fig. 6( I ) and 
interchange A and A’. Every block of A’ simulates a cell of A. At time tk + 1 ( t 2 Q), 
each top cell of the blocks changes to a new state according to the transition rules 
of A. If the result is not quiescent, this state information is sent down one level at 
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Fig. 7. 
a time until it reaches the bottom of the block. When the state information is sent 
down, each ceil being passed adds a tag i ( 1 G i G n) if this cell is a ith cell. At the 
same time (from time tk +2 to (t + I )k ), the new state information is passed up 
k - I levk So, at time ( t + i )k + 1, the transition of ..4’ is defined as 
The details of the construction and proof are left to the reader. il; 
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We use the notation LITA to represent he family of the real-time n-ary ITA 
languages. 
Corollary 6.3. Zf LITA( m) = LITA( n), then LITA = LITA( nk) for any k > 0. 
In Section 4, we showed that L,(9) is not a real-time binary ITA language. It is 
fairly easy to see that Ld( n) E LITA( n). So, we know that L&2) is properly contained 
in LITA(9). To prove that LltA( m) c LITA( n) for any 0 -=c m < n, we need the general- 
ized concept of Theorem 4.7. The proof of it is similar to that of Theorem 4.7. 
Theorem 6.4. Let L be a real-time n-ary ITA language. ‘Then there is a constant h 
such that for any k > 8, the number of the equivalence classes of R,(mod L) is less 
than hnh. 
This theorem is essential to the proof of the ITA hierarchies. 
Example 6.5. (a) For 011 0 < m3 < n, LITA( m) c LITA( n). 
(b) For ail k > 0, LITAt29 t L,TA(2k+‘). 
Proof. The proof of the first part is easy, since we can prove that L,(n) is not a 
real-time m-ary ITA language in the similar way as in Lemma 4.8. To prove (b), 
we assume that the two families of languages are equal. By Corollary 6.3, we get 
L,TA(2k’) = LrT*(2k(k+“), 
LITA(2 
M+“) = LITA(2tk+l)‘), 
LITA( 2 
k(k+2)j = L,T,~(2,‘.+lMk+2)), 
L,r*(29 = L,TA(23k’k+9. 
Since k(k+i)<k(k+i-tI)<(k+I)(k+i) is true for any O<i<2k, the arity of 
every left-hand side from the third equation is between the arities of the two sides 
of the previous equation. So all the families in the above equ&~~ns are equa:l. Hence, 
L,,,(2k:) = L,TA(2~h’“+‘9. 
But 
We have a contradiction to (a). Thus (bj holds. C 
NQW we are ready for the main result of this section. 
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Theorem 6.6. For any n > 0, LITA( n) c LITA( n + 1). 
proof. Assume that LITA( n) = LITA( n + 1). Then LI & 11~) = LI1-,,(( n + I ,” ) for any 





Then it is easy to show that there exists a t such that 
rlL<2’<2’+‘<(n+I)! 
Since we know that L ,,,(2’) c 154 2’ ’ ‘), we have L ITA()I’)C LiI-n((ll + I)‘). This is 
a contradiction. 0 
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